Recently, there are various semantic data such as linked data, knowledge graph, ontologies and so on. How to explore them and get appropriate information are very important techniques for intelligent application systems based on them. In this article, we focus on intelligent exploration of ontologies since ontologies provide systematized knowledge to understand target domain and contribute to deep understanding of semantic data. Although concept search is very important and fundamental technique for ontology exploration, there are some rooms to improve it in order to deal with conceptual structure of ontologies more efficiently. The authors propose a novel conceptual search method called "Multistep Expansion based Concept Search" to get appropriate concepts from ontologies according to the user's intentions and purpose.
INTRODUCTION
Intelligent exploration of semantic data such as linked data, knowledge graph, ontologies and so on, in one of important techniques to make the most use of vast amounts of information being developed from day to day. In particular, we focus on intelligent exploration of ontologies since ontologies provide systematized knowledge to understands target world and contribute to deep understanding of semantic data.
In previous works, the authors proposed divergent exploration of ontology and showed it contribute to the user's understanding of ontology according to their intention and interests [1, 2] . Ontology explorations are done through finding concepts related with a focused concept and trace them repeatedly. When a ontology exploration system finds related concepts, it have to consider not only concepts which are directly connected with the focused concept through some relationships but also concepts which are indirectly related through conceptual structures in the target ontology. For example, when we explore a dish ontology in Fig.1 , meat is directly connected with meat dish and indirectly related with beef steak. These related concepts are acquired by concept search techniques.
In order to get good results through ontology exploration, we need a technique of concept search to acquire appropriate concepts requested by the user. Though there are some approaches for concept search in ontologies, it seems that there are some rooms to improve it in order to deal with conceptual structure of ontologies more efficiently. It is partly because that most concept search techniques tend to get all concepts which satisfy search conditions while ontology explorations needs flexible classification of search result. To overcome these issues, the authors propose a novel conceptual search method called "Multistep Expansion based Concept Search" which the user can get appropriate concepts from ontologies according to the user's intentions and purpose. This paper is organized as follows. The next section overviews related works about semantic search. Section 3 outlines basic characteristics of concept search in ontology. In Section 4, we propose Multistep Expansion based Concept Search and its implementation is discussed in Section 5. Finally, we present concluding remarks with a discussion of future work.
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RELATED WORKS
There are many approaches for Semantic Search. They are classified into instance search and concept (class) search. Faceted Search is the most major method for instance searches. For example, Ferré proposes QFS (Query-based Faceted Search) which support to navigate faceted search by LISQL (Logical Information System Query Language) [3] . SPARQL 1 is the most major query language for Semantic Web. Because it is a query language for RDF, it also can be used for concept searches in ontologies which are written in RDF such as RDFS and OWL. However, SPARQL is not for concept search since it does not support semantics of ontology language. For example, when we want to get all sub classes of a class using SPARQL, we have to repeat queries to get classes which have rdfs:subClassOf properties.
On the other hands, some systems support concept search more efficiently. Protégé 4 2 provides DL Query tab 3 for concept search. It enables the user to search concepts whose definitions match a search condition described by the user in Manchester OWL Syntax 4 . This is a fundamental method for concept search.
Concept search are used for semantic search systems which use semantic information of ontologies. Dimitrios formalizes queries for concept search and develop a support system for DL query description using a graphical user interface [4] . This is an approach to help the user to describe queries. Popov proposes exploratory search called Multi-Pivot [5] . It extracts concepts and relationships from ontologies according to a user's interest. They are visualized and used for semantic searches. This is a good example, conceptual structures in ontology are used for semantic searches for instances. Ravish proposes a hybrid search which combines keyword search by natural language and semantic search [6] . PowerAqua 5 is a multiontology based question answering system [7] . They are also conceptual structure in ontologies, and concept search is one of key techniques to realize them.
Our approach shares a lot with concept search methods used in these existing semantic search system. However, our main concern is not how to query and get search results but how to classify search results. Many concept search systems show the search results just a list and some others show them with some categorizations in tag style or hierarchy structure. Although is-a hierarchies of concepts are used to show such categories, we want to introduce other classification of search results from ontological point of view.
CONCEPT SEARCH IN ONTOLOGY
In ontologies, concepts are defined by relationships with other concepts. Therefore, concept search in an ontology is not simple string matching but semantic search using relationships between For example, when a user searches "dish whose ingredient is meat" in a dish ontology shown in Fig.1 , a search system find concepts which has has-Ingredient relationship (property) with meat. In the case of ontology in OWL, it means to find sub classes of dish which has a restriction on has-ingredient property as meat.
Here, according to semantics of is-a relationships discussed the above, all sub concepts (classes) of concepts which satisfy the search condition also satisfy it. That is, they also become the search result. However, it is depends on the user's intention and purpose which concepts are needed as the search result. In the case of the above example, we can consider some kinds of purposes as follows; 1) When the user wants to get the most general definition of dish whose ingredient is meat in order to know common characteristics of it, the search result should be only meat dish.
2) When the user wants to know dishes common to all kind of meat (not specific kinds of meat), the search result should be meat dish, broiled meat dish and fried meat dish whose ingredients are (not specific kinds of) meat.
3) When the user wants to know all dish whose ingredient is meat, the search result should be all meat dishes shown in Fig.1 .
In order to deal with such intentions and purpose for concept search, we have to consider ontological meanings of concept search and classifications of search result. This topic is discussed in the following sections.
MULTISTEP EXPANSION BASED CONCEPT SEARCH 4.1 Basic Idea
In most semantic concept search methods, main search condition is definitions of concepts in which the user is interested. That is, its results are concepts whose definitions satisfy the search condition. Here, all sub concepts (sub classes) of the resulting concept also satisfy the search condition because all sub concepts inherit definition of their upper concepts (super classes). Therefore, it is a useful way to browse the search results one by one according to there is-a hierarchy.
In this method, though the search result is considered as a single set of concepts whose definitions satisfy the search condition, conceptual differences among these concepts are unclear.
For example, when a user searches "dish whose ingredient is meat" in an ontology shown in Fig.1 , it is not clear whether its result should include "dish whose ingredient is beef or pork" or it should be only "dish whose ingredient is (not specific kinds of) meat". It depends on intention of the user. So, in order to represent the user's intention appropriately, the search result should be classified systemically.
It is important to systematize search results according to feature of concepts on which the user focuses so that the user can use conceptual definition in ontology efficiently. On the basis of this observation, the authors propose a novel search method, which is named Multistep Expansion based Concept Search, which extracts concepts in ontology according to the user's interests represented as search condition.
The proposed method is consists of two expansion methods for concept hierarchies. One is result expansion which use is-a hierarchies of resulting concepts. The other is condition expansion which use is-a hierarchies of concepts which appear in search conditions. We can systematize search result in detail based on combinations of result expansions and condition expansions. In the following sections, we discuss classification of search result with features of concepts in each classification.
Result Expansion
In concept search in ontologies, its results are concepts whose definition satisfies its search condition. In the followings, we call the results resulting concepts. All sub concepts of a resulting concept also satisfy the search condition since all sub concepts inherit definitions from its super concept according to is-a hierarchy of them. Based on this feature of is-a hierarchy, we can expand a resulting concept according to its is-a hierarchy and get its sub concepts as another resulting concepts. We call such a method result expansion.
For example, when a user searches "dish whose ingredient is meat" and gets meat dish as a resulting concept, the user also gets its sub concepts such as broiled meat dish and fried meat dish as resulting concepts using result expansions.
Here, we can classify result expansions into three levels by considering inheritances and specializations of restrictions on properties. By specializations of restrictions we mean restrictions which specializes a restriction inherited from its super concept. In the case of an example in Fig. 2 , meat dish has a restriction on has-ingredient property as mea. Its sub concepts such as broiled meat dish and fried meat dish inherit the restriction on hasingredient as is. Furthermore, in their sub concepts such as beef steak and fried pork, restrictions on has-ingredient are specialized from meat to beef and pork. Note here that all of these sub concepts satisfy definition inherited form their super concept, in this case meat dish, whether some restrictions are specialized or not. Therefore, when a user searches "dish whose ingredient is meat", all of them satisfy the search condition.
On the basis of the above considerations, we introduce three levels of result expansions as follows;
Result expansion: level 0
-
The user does not use result expansion and gets only top (the most upper) concept which satisfy a search condition as resulting concepts.
Result expansion: level 1 -The user gets resulting concepts which inherit the restriction on property specified in a search condition as is without specializations. That is, when the restriction is specialized in sub concepts, they are not expanded.
Result expansion: level 2
The user gets all resulting concepts inherit the restriction on property specified in a search condition whether it is specialized or not. That is, all sub concepts of the resulting concepts gotten in level 0 are expanded.
In the case when a user searches "dish whose ingredient is meat" in an ontology shown in Fig.2 , resulting concepts according to result expansions are as follows;
Result expansion: level 0 Here, we call concepts whose definition have a restriction specified as the search condition search condition directly match concepts. And we call concepts whose definition have a specialization of the restriction specified as the search condition is defined specialized search condition match concepts.
Condition Expansion
When a user search concepts whose definition refers a concept (denoted by C) in a property restriction, concepts whose definition refer to refers a sub concepts of C also satisfy the search condition. That is, when a search condition is "concepts whose definitions include a restriction on property p as concept C", "concepts whose definitions include a restriction on property p as sub concepts of C" are also its resulting concepts. In this way, we can expand a concept which is referred to in search condition according to its is-a hierarchy and get its concepts whose definitions refer to its sub concepts as another resulting concepts. We call such a method condition expansion.
For example, when a user searches "dish whose ingredient is meat" in a dish ontology shown in Fig.3 , its search condition is "dish whose definition includes a restriction on has-ingredient property as meat". In a case that the user does not use condition expansion, he/she gets only meat dish, which has a restriction on has-ingredient property as meat, as the search result. On the other hand, in a case that the user use condition expansions, the search condition is expanded to "dish whose definition includes a restriction on has-ingredient property as beef or pork" according to is-a hierarchy of meat, and the user gets beef steak and fried pork as the search result.
As discussed in 3.1.1, we call concepts in which a restriction specified as the search condition is defined (e.g. meat dish) search condition directly match concepts, and we call concepts in which a specialization of the restriction specified as the search condition is defined (e.g. beef steak and fried pork) specialized search condition match concepts.
When we use condition expansions, we do not consider is-a hierarchies of resulting concepts. That is, resulting concepts by condition expansions do not include concepts which inherit the restriction on property specified in a search condition as is. It means that resulting concepts by condition expansions represent boundary where definition specified in a search condition is specialized.
Combination of Result Expansion and Condition Expansion

Differences of Resulting Concepts
Before we discuss combination of result expansion and condition expansion shown in Fig.4 , we consider differences of resulting concepts by two expansions. When we use result expansion, all resulting concepts are sub concepts of concepts which directly satisfy an original search condition. On the other hand, when we use condition expansion, search condition is expanded according to is-a hierarchy of a concept which is referred to in an original search condition. Therefore, resulting concepts by condition expansion could include concepts other than resulting concepts by result expansion.
For example, we suppose that a user search "dish whose ingredient is meat" in a dish ontology shown in Fig.5 (its search condition is "dish whose definition includes a restriction on hasIngredient property as meat"). In this case, the user gets meat dish as a search condition directly match concepts. Then, the user gets sub concepts of meat dish (e.g. beef steak, fried pork) as resulting concepts by result expansions. On the other hand, the user can also get beef salad and pork salad as resulting concept by condition expansions while they are not included in resulting concepts by result expansions.
In this way, resulting concepts by result expansions and condition expansions are different It suggests us that combinations of two expansions more detailed classification of search result.
Patterns of Combinations
In this section, we discuss combinations of result expansions and condition expansions. Because result expansion has three levels and condition expansion has two levels (apply or not), we can consider six patterns of combinations as follows;
( 
Refer to
Concepts which inherit the definition specified in the original search condition
Resulting concepts which is gotten only by condition expansions 4 shows the classification of ranges of resulting concepts by each pattern. In the followings, we discuss each pattern using an example search of "dish whose definition includes a restriction on has-Ingredient property as meat" in the dish ontology shown in Fig.5 .
Pattern (1) is concept search without result expansions nor condition expansion. Its resulting concept are only search condition directly match concepts (e.g. meat dish).
Pattern (2) and (3) get sub concepts of search condition directly match concepts, which are result by (1), as resulting concepts. In the case of (2), resulting concepts are concepts which inherit the definition specified in the original search condition as is (e.g. broiled meat dish, fried meat dish). In the case of (3), resulting concepts include concepts whose definitions are specialized from the definition specified in the original search condition (e.g. beef steak, fried pork). That is, resulting concepts by pattern (3) are all sub concepts of resulting concept by (1).
Pattern (4) gets not only search condition directly match concepts (e.g. meat dish) but also specialized search condition match concepts. Some of them (e.g. beef salad and pork salad) are not sub concepts of the search condition directly match concepts as discussed in 3.2.1.
Pattern (5) and (6) also gets sub concepts of result by (4) as resulting concepts. Although pattern (5) expands only sub concepts which inherit the definition specified in expanded search conditions by (5) as is, its resulting concepts are the same with result by (6) because specialized search condition match concepts are already expanded by (4) . That is, (5) and (6) can be integrated to one pattern and its resulting concepts include all concepts which satisfy the original search condition. Furthermore, when all specialized search condition match concepts are sub concepts of search condition directly match concepts, resulting concepts by (3), (5) and (6) are the same.
Classification of Resulting Concepts
In order to systematize result of concept search, we consider classification of resulting concepts by combinations of result expansions and condition expansions. All resulting concepts are considered as subset of is-a trees because of characteristics of is-a relationships which all sub concepts inherits definition of their super concepts. So, we discuss how the sub trees of resulting concepts are classified according to ontological characteristics of them.
When we consider patterns of combinations of result expansions and condition expansions, resulting concepts are classified into sub concepts of search condition directly match concepts by pattern (1) or (2) and sub concepts of specialized search condition match concepts by others. Specialized search condition match concepts and sub concepts of them are classified according to whether they are sub concepts of search condition directly match concepts or not. We call the former directly type and the latter distributed type. As a result, we can classify resulting concept by multistep expansion based concept search as follows; 
Search condition directly match concepts
Resulting concepts by result expansions (or condition expansions)
Resulting concepts which can be gotten only by condition expansions (a) Search condition directly match sub tree
Is-a trees of resulting concepts whose definitions satisfy an original search condition without specializations. They represent the most general concepts which satisfy the search condition (it corresponds to definitions focused by a user). Search condition directly match concepts are representing concepts of them and become the root concepts of this sub trees.
(b) Specialized search condition match sub tree
Is-a trees of resulting concepts whose definitions satisfy specialized search condition by result expansions. They represent how the search condition, which corresponds to definitions focused by a user, is specialized according to is-a hierarchies. Specialized search condition match concepts are representing concepts of them and become the root concepts of this sub trees.
Specialized search condition match sub trees are classified into following two types;
(b1) Specialized search condition match sub tree <directly type > is a sub tree of type (a).
(b2) Specialized search condition match sub tree <distributed type > is not a sub tree of type (a).
IMPLEMENTATION 5.1 Multistep Expansion based Concept Search System
The authors developed a Multistep Expansion based Concept Search System based on the considerations in section 3. Fig.6 shows an example of search result when a user searched "dish whose definition includes a restriction on has-Ingredient property as meat" in a dish ontology (It is another ontology than the dish ontology in Fig.5 ).
The search result is visualized using graphical user interface in a tree. Resulting concepts are represented by tree nodes 6 according to classifications of resulting concepts discussed in 3.2. A Node with icon shows the name of resulting concepts, the number of its sub concepts, the number of specialized search condition match concepts in its sub concepts, the search condition which the resulting concepts satisfies (see Fig.6(a) ). Nodes whose label is "
" represents sub trees between search condition match concepts is omitted to show. The number with the node represents the number of omitted concepts. When the user clicks the node, the omitted concepts are shown like Fig.6(b) .
Through this tree interface, the user can capture and understand results of concept search systematically according to definition he/she has interested in while it is difficult in existing one by one expansions of is-a tree. 6 We do not consider the color scheme used for the implemented system yet. We will improve the design of icons and their color in the future since this is important from an HCI point of view. 
Application to Disease Ontology
We applied the proposed system to search disease concepts in a disease ontology discussed in [8] . In the disease ontology, about 6,000 diseases are defined as causal chains of abnormal states. That is, each disease is constituted of abnormal state. Thanks to such definition, we can search diseases according to which abnormal state constitutes them. Fig.7 shows an example of search result in the disease ontology. Its search condition is "diseases whose constituents include myelopathy". The search result shows us that its resulting concepts are classified according to the classifications discussed in 3.2.3. It can help us to understand the search result systematically particularly when we search concepts in a large scale ontology such like the disease ontology.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed Multistep Expansion based Concept Search and a search system based on the method. Its feature is classifications of search results according to ontological differences of resulting concepts. It could help the users to capture and understand the search result according to their interests. As the result, it could be an essential technique for semantic exploration of ontologies and other semantic data based on ontologies.
Future works include an integration of the proposed method and other ontology exploration methods such like our previous works [1, 2] , application of the system for other ontologies, and improvements of the system through feedbacks from them.
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